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Across

5. feather blades, used for softer 

effect.

9. Method of manufacturing shears; a 

metal-forming process whereby molten 

steel is poured into a mold and, once 

the metal is cooled, takes on the shape 

of the mold.

10. also known as an all purpose comb, 

used for most haircutting procedures

12. for short haircuts, short fades and 

flat tops

15. part of the blade that actually does 

the cutting

16. Haircutting technique using 

diagonal lines by cuttting hair ends with 

a slight increase or decrease in length

17. thinning shears, remove bulk from 

hair

19. to section and subsection the hair

20. jaw or butterfly clips

Down

1. daily cleaning and lubrication, daily 

tension adjustment and balancing, 

weekly cleaning and lubrication, 

disinfecting shears and sharpening 

shears

2. for close tapers on the nape and 

sides

3. also known as scissors, mainly used 

to cut blunt or straight lines in hair.

4. he blade is curved, this blade type 

is especially suitable for slide cutting 

and allows for more advanced cutting 

techniques to be used.

6. to detangle hair

7. smaller version of clippers also 

known as edgers

8. Process of working metal to a 

finished shape by hammering or 

pressing.

11. Between the handles (at the point 

they touch) of fine barber and beauty 

shears, there is often a small rubber or 

plastic shock absorber. This serves as a 

stop for the shears and keeps them quiet 

as the handles come together.

13. what are all professional shears 

made of

14. gives your pinky an additional 

contact point.

18. part that makes the shears cut


